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1. INTRODUCTION 

The understanding of charmed meson decays has progressed rapidly in recent 

years. In the first section of this chapter, a brief discussion of charm particle 

spectroscopy is presented reviewing the current status of the field. In the next 

section, the phenomenology of the weak decays of ground state charmed mesons 

is outlined and discussed in light of recent measurements of the meson total 

widths. A brief discussion of the phenomena of DoDo mixing is included. In 

the subsequent sections, the measurements of semileptonic and hadronic charm 

decays are summarized and discussed in light of the phenomenology, leading 

to the emergence of a coherent picture of the underlying physics and pointing 

towards some as yet unanswered experimental and theoretical questions. 
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2. THE CHARM SPECTROSCOPY 
s 

In the standard parton model, the light u,d, and s quarks are expected to 

combine with the heavier charmed (c) quark to form the three lowest lying 

pseudoscalar states: Do (cii), D+ (cd] and D, (cs).[” Spectroscopically, these 

correspond to the ‘So states. Unless otherwise stated, a specific state will always 

imply its charge conjugate as well. The Do and D+ form an isotopic doublet; 

the D, an isosinglet. These states have been isolated in e+e- annihilation, 

hadroproduction, photoproduction, and v-scattering experiments. The massesIzl 

and lifetimes’31 of the groundstates are summarized in Table I. 

TABLE I. Ground and Excited States of Charmed Mesons’21’31141 

Charmed 

Meson 

DO 

D+ 

0,’ 
D’O 

D*+ 

D” 5 
D+*o 

Quark Mass 

Content GeV/c2 

Cii 1864.6f 0.6 

cd 1869.3 f 0.6 

CB I 1970.5 f 2.5 

cii I 2007.2 f 2.1 

Cd 2010.lf 0.7 

* 

CS 2110f6 

Cii 2420f6 

Width (MeV) JP 

(Lifetime x 10-13) Assignment 

(4.43?;:;97) 0- 

(10.29:;:;',) 0- 

(3.85:;::;) 0- 

5 5.0 I 1- 

_< 2.2 I 1- 

1- 

70f21 I 1+ 2+ , 

Each ground state meson is expected to have a vector state (3Sr)corresponding 

to the parallel alignment of its constituent quark spins. The D*’ and D*+ are 

now well established.‘51 The excited state of the D, has only recently been 

established in e+e- annihilation “I “I , through both its direct decay, and its 

associated production (e+e- + D,D,*) near threshold. 

As in the spectrosopy of light quark mesons, a set of orbitally excited charmed 

mesons is also expected with, the lowest lying states having spectroscopic and 

quantum number assignments: ‘PI (l+) or 3Pj (O+, l+ and 2+), and masses 

typically 500 MeV/c2 higher than the ground states.[81 
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Figure 1 shows a typical set of mass splittings expected for bound CQ states in 

both nonrelativistic and relativistic potential models. The first candidate for an 

orbitally excited state (D**’ ) has only recently been observed.lol Figure 2 shows 

the experimental evidence for the state. 
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Fig. 1. Expected states for D and D, 
mesons. Model A from Eichten et al., 
Model B from Godfrey and Isgur ref. [ 81. 
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Fig. 2. D**O candidate from 
Albrecht et al., ref.[9]. 

The Do, D+ and D,, being the lightest charmed mesons, must decay weakly 

through a charm-changing charged current. The details of these decays will en- 

compass the greater part of the chapter. The vector states D*O and D*+ decay 

strongly and electromagnetically to the ground states through n*, 7r” and 7 emis- 

sion. Some of these transitions (such as D*O + m-D+) are energetically for- 

bidden (see Figure 3). While all the decays have been measured, there are still 

discrepancies in the branching fractions, owing to the difficulty of the measure- 

ments. The charm-strange D,*+, being an isosinglet, cannot decay strongly to the 

0: via 7r” emission. The 7 transition is uninhibited, and is expected to dom- 

inate the Di+ decay. The world average for the mass difference between the 

D$ and D,*+ is now measured to be 132f5 f 4 MeV/c2, forbidding an isospin- 
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violating decay through 7r emmission. The difference in squared masses between 

vector and pseudoscalar states for both the D and the D, lie close to the constant 

found for all lighter mesons (see Table II) to be expected if the meson wavefunction 

at the origin is determined by the long range confining part of the potential.1111 

TABLE II. Difference in (Mass)2 for 
Pseudoscalar and Vector Mesons.““’ 

Mesons 1 (Mas~)~ Difference 

P-K I 0.574 

K* - KI 0.556 

The lowest-lying orbitally excited states are at sufficiently high masses to allow 

the possibility of strong r decays to both the ground states and the vector states 

from the IPr, 3Pr, and 3P2 states. Par- 
6; ity conservation in the strong decay al- 

lows the 3Po to decay only to the ground 

( ~o;Y,, state, through single r emission. Widths 

of 50 to 100 MeV/c2 are expected for all 

these decays, making it difficult to distin- 

guish the multiplet of states whose mass 

splitting should be comparable. Mixing 

between the singlet and triplet J=l states 

may further complicate the picture. Mul- 

tipion and other strong decays are also 

likely to occur for these states when en- 
(c5) 

ergetically allowed. At present, the only 
Fig. 3. Decays of D*+ and D*“. 

candidate for one or more of these l+ or 

2+ states is the 70 MeV/c2 wide resonance D**‘(2420), which is observed to 
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decay to D*+7r-.“’ This state appears to play a significant role in charm 

fragmentation at high energies. 

3. PHENOMENOLOGY OF CHARMED MESON DECAYS 

The weak decays of the charmed mesons can most naively be thought of as 

the beta decay of a free charmed quark. The partial width associated with such a 

process (pictured in Figure 4) is given by: 

Gpkl; 
ro(c+sud)=- 

1927r3 (1) 

Here, the light quark is ignoredi as is the phase space correction (- l/2) for 

the s-quark mass. There are five such processes shown in Figure 4; two are 

Cabibbo-allowed semileptonic, and three are Cabibbo-allowed nonleptonic corre- 

sponding to three possible colors. In total 

the width in (1) must be multiplied by five 

(if the Cabibbo angle is ignored). That is, 

u 1 il IO-86 
55G7,,5 6 x lo-l3 seconds. This naive model is com- 

Fig. 4. The beta decay of the monly referred to as the spectator picture, 
charmed quark. 

since the light quark acts as a spectator in the decay, and plays no role. In 

this picture, the Do and D+ and D, have equal lifetimes and semielectronic (or 

semimuonic) branching ratios of 20%. 

3.1 Corrections to the Spectator Picture 

The hadronic weak decays however are expected to be modified by strong 

interactions among the quarks that are not present in the semileptonic decays. 

The bare four-fermion point interaction is altered in lowest order by one loop hard 
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gluon exchanges. The strong interaction effects are neatly accommodated in the 

Wilson coefficients (cf ( q2)) in an effective weak Hamiltonian for the nonleptonic 

interaction:“” 

HiI% - J2) -% (y?yud)(c+O+ + C-O-) 

where o* = l/2 [(ad)&) f- (sd)(iic)] 

and (@q2) implies the usual V-A current (qrr’(l - y5)q2). The term O- (0+) 

transforms like an SU(4) 20-plet (84-plet). In the charm-changing piece, these 

contain respectively the SU(3) 6-plet and 15-plet. The coefficients (at fixed q2) 

are related in leading log and next-to-leading log approximation by, c- = l/fit+), 

implying that only one independent parameter governs Htetk. The coefficients c* 

are unity at q2 = 00, corresponding to the property of the strong interactions of 

asymptotic freedom. The Hamiltonian then reverts back to that of free quarks. 

For values of q2 corresponding to the charmed quark mass MC = 1.5 GeV/c2, the 

value of c- M 2.0 and c+ M 0.7. The calculation of ck has been done to next 

order, and is found to reinforce the leading log calcuIation in direction but to be 

decreasing in magnitude”” (see Figure 5). 

3 / :q I I llllll~ I IIIII 

- 

0 l,J,11 I 1111111 I IillL 
0.5 I 5 IO 50 

10-86 p (GeV) 5567A8 

Fig. 5. Leading log and next 
to leading log values for c- 
and c+. 

The effect of the strong interaction is thus to enhance the sextet part of the charm- 

changing nonleptonic Hamiltonian, in analogy to octet-enhancement in the decays 

of strange mesons. The total nonleptonic width for charmed quark decay is thus 
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increased: 

The semileptonic branching ratio (Bl) is correspondingly reduced to: 

c + eX) 
B1 = rr\c 4 all) = [ l 2SL + (2c$ + CT)NL 1 (2) 

For the values of ck evaluated at MC = 1.5 GeV/c2, the semileptonic branching 

ratio, Bl M 14%. This is still an approximate calculation because of the uncertainty 

in the value of q2 at which to evaluate the coefficients, the strength of still 

higher order corrections, and the effects of finite quark masses (which reduce the 

nonleptonic enhancement - see ref.1121). Non-perturbative (soft-gluon) effects may 

also play a role,‘141 and lead to additional non-leptonic enhancement. The best 

measurements at present for semileptonic decays are summarized in Table III. 

TABLE III. 

Semielectronic Branching Ratios”” 

I Meson I Bd%) I 
I DO I 7.5 f 1.1 f 0.4 1 

I D+ / 17.0 f 1.9* 0.7 I 

I D8 I unmeasured I 

As can be seen, the semileptonic branching fractions for the Do and D+ are 

markedly different and straddle the prediction of the spectator model. The ratio 

of Do and Ds semileptonic decays using tagged Dij at the $(3770) provided the 

first precise evidence that the Do and Ds had different lifetimes.‘151’161 The lifetime 

ratio and the semileptonic branching ratios are related as follows: 

m = By = r(D+ -+ eX)/r(D+ -, all) = l/r(D+ --+ all) 

Go) Bl(DO) r(DO -+ eX)/I’(DO -+ all) 1/r(DO + all) (3) 

The equalities hold true assuming isospin invariance, and the smallness of Cabibbo- 

suppressed decays. The values in Table III yield s = 2.3~~:~~~::. 
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This is nearly equal to the value 2.25+::::, obtained from subsequent direct life- 

time measurements (see Table I). The closeness of these values suggests that 

the assumptions used in obtaining (3) are adequate, and no new physics need 

be invoked. 

3.2 Beyond the Spectator Picture 

The QCD-corrected spectator picture cannot accommodate the differences in 

the measured lifetimes for the Do, D+ and D, , ( see Table I) or the semileptonic 

branching ratios for the Do and D+ (see Table III). It is difficult to draw 

conclusions from the lifetimes themselves because they depend on M:, an unknown 

and rapidly varying quantity. The semileptonic branching ratio depends solely 

on the degree of non-leptonic enhancement. If the theoretical scale of non- 

leptonic enhancement is correct then neither the Do nor the D+ decays like the 

spectator model predicts. The semileptonic decays then suggest the need for both a 

mechanism to enhance the Do width, and a mechanism to diminish the D+ width. 

If the theoretical scale is incorrect to the extent that either the Do or the D+ is 

spectator-like, then only one such additional mechanism would be necessary. To 

the extent that the pure leptonic decay of the D, (D, + r+v) is not large, one 

might interpret the similarity in Do and D, lifetimes, as suggesting that they both 

undergo approximately the same level of non-leptonic enhancement. 

3.2.1 Non-spectator graphs and flavor annihilation. The most direct way to 

enhance the Do or D, is to add additional diagrams denoted as W-exchange 

and W-annihilation, respectively (see Figure 6).11” 

The W-annihilation graph is also present for Cabibbo- 

suppressed D+ decays. These graphs have historically 

been ignored because at the quark level they are helic- 

:x” 

4 

ity suppressed (cc $) and require a largelarg; 

tion overlap of initial state quarks (oc & . 
IO-UG 

56(i7A4 Fig. 6. W-exchange and It has been argued that the helicity suppression may 
W-annihilation graphs. be removed by the presence of gluons in the meson 
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wavefunction,“” or by the radiation of gluons from the light quark vertex.“” The 

former is a largely non-perturbative effect, the latter, perturbative. This leaves 

the wavefunction overlap factor which is expected to be small owing to the small 

values (- 150 MeV/c) of fD and fo,.“” Recent worki2” suggests that a dynamical 

mechanism such as the presence of a resonance with quantum numbers equal 

to that of a K and mass close to the Do, could also enhance the annihilation 

contribution. 

Experimentally, certain decays of the Do, such as Do --) iirO~#~ K°Ko, and , 
K°KSo, should be clear signatures for W-exchange.‘22’ Here, the ti quark of the 

initial state is absent in the final state meson. For the D, meson, final states with 

no net strangeness and no ss content (such as pi), would be characteristic of W- 

annihilation. Recent work[2311241 however has suggested that rescattering effects, or 

non-planar diagrams (see Figure 7) may lead to final states that mimic the non- 

spectator decays. Flavor annihilation ti + doccurs through the strong interaction, 

rather than the weak one. The situation will remain unresolved until there is a 

substantial increase in the world data.1251’261 
(0) 

lb) 

c : 

+ 

-0 
K 

-0 
K 

+ 

+ 

-0 
K 

10-86 5567AG 

Fig. 7. (a) W-exchange leading to IfOQs, and (b)-(c) 
Non-planar diagrams simulating the same Do W-exchange 
final state. 
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3.2.2 Interference. The D+ can receive enhancement in its Cabibbo-suppressed 

decays through W-annihilation diagrams. More importantly, the leading D+ 

Cabibbo-allowed decays may be suppressed by cancellation of final state ampli- 

tudes in the presence of strong color clustering and QCD sextet enhancement.“” 

Figure 8 indicates how color clustering leads to identical final state amplitudes 

which in.terfere in the D’ due to the relative minus sign. To the extent that 

the coefficient c- >> c+, a cancellation can occur for pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar 

decays, while pseudoscalar-vector decays may be enhanced.“” 

I”-BF .5567/i? 

Fig. 8. Color clustered terms of the 
O- operator showing identical final 
states leading to interference. 

The interference can also arise at the quark level, before hadronization, from 

the presence of two identical 2 quarks in the final state. The D’ width then 

receives an extra term:12” 

rint(D+) = -(CL - 243 j3’o 

This term is negative for c- >> c+. More detailed calculations (e.g. potential 

and bag models) show that the effect of interference ranges from a few percent 

to as large as M 50% and may thus account for much of the Do and D+ lifetime 

difference. 1301 
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3.2.3 Exclusive decays. The formalism of the effective weak Hamiltonian has been 

used to estimate the exclusive decay widths for charmed mesons. 1~11 To evalu- 

ate the transition matrix element for the desired decay the initial and final me- 

son states are represented by their quark content. The matrix element of HNL 

is then evaluated by vacuum insertion and Fierz transformation (see ref.[31]). 

One expects that at least for energetic two-body decays, such a technique would 

be valid. Again, only one independent parameter (c-(q2)) is left assuming 

that c+ is given by l/t/Tc-) to leading order. 

One of the most striking predictions of this 

analysis is the suppression of color mismatched 

(a) decays. Figure 9 shows an example of how in the 

spectator picture, one expects lY(D” + K”7ro) 

:.7x: 

to be reduced by a factor of l/2 compared 

to I’(D” + K-rrr’) from isospin, and another 
II- , o-tic 

lb) 
u 

5 5 b 7 A 3 factor of (1/3)2 for the color mismatch. The 

Fig. 9. (a) Color mismatched combined factor of l/18 is further reduced to 
decay, and (b) Color allowed 
decay. 

about l/40 when the QCD enhancement factors 

are applied. Similar suppressions are expected for decays like Do 3 iir*O~O, 

D+ -+ &r+, and D, + I?OK+. Each of these decays has analogous W-exchange 

or W-annihilation graphs as well. 

Recent work12*’ ‘321 suggests however that the strength of these color cancella- 

tions should be moderated by an additional (second) free parameter 6 (the color 

screening factor). A surprisingly good fit can then be obtained to many exclusive 

decays (see the following sections), with two free parameters, after accounting for 

form factors and final state interactions wherever possible. The parametization 

does not require the presence of W-exchange or W-annihilation, but does repro- 

duce the strong interference effect for D+ decays. The factor 6 is found to be 

close to zero, and the remaining parameter (c-) close to the nominal QCD value. 

The results are interpreted ““‘in the formalism of the l/N expansion (where N is 

the number of colors), and N ---f 00 in evaluating the matrix elements. For N=3, 

the earlier13’) color suppression result is recovered. Taking E M 0 further increases 
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nonleptonic enhancement, yielding an estimate for Bi ( Do) : ‘33’ 13*’ 

Bl(Do) = 1 

2 + gc; + c”-) + %f(c? - c?) (5) 

Using the nominal values of c*(q2) and [ = 0 a value of - 11.5% is obtained for 

Bl, in better agreement with the data than what is obtained using t = 5 (for N=3 

colors) and the expression in (2) for B 1. This suggests the need for only a small 

additional contribution from a source such as W-exchange to reduce Bl to - 7.5%, 

the measured value. For the D+, a term allowing for coherent interference of the 

d quarks, (as in (4)) is added to the denominator in (5), reducing the Ds width 

and increasing Bl (OS). 

A clearer understanding of the nonleptonic enhancement and suppression 

factors will only come about with more precise measurements of the D meson 

system, and further measurements of the D, meson system. The latter, having the 

W-annihilation graph at the Cabibbo-allowed level, should provide a better means 

of determining the non-spectator contribution to charm decay. The complete 

pattern of hadronic and semileptonic D, decays would help determine the relative 

importance of individual decay mechanisms to all charmed hadrons. 

3.2.4 DoDo mixing. Just as in the neutral kaon system, one considers the 

two strong interaction eigenstates (Do and Do) as linear combinations of two 

(approximate) CP eigenstates (denoted D1 and 02). Mixing of the states can occur 

either through finite differences in the masses or in the widths (Am = jmr - rn2J , 

AI’ = (I’r - I?21 ) of the CP eigenstates. Assuming CP invariance, these three 

quantities are all simaltaneous quantum numbers of D1 and D2. The usual 

parameters x and y are defined: 

Am x=- 
r 

ar 
Y=y 

The mixing parameter r is defined for Do decaying into the final state f: 
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r=~= x2+y2 
2 -I- x2 - y2 

Here, r=O for no mixing and r=l for maximal mixing. Large mixing is expected 

when Am > I’, or AI’ - I’, the former being real transitions, while the latter come 

from oscillations induced by the large lifetime differences of the states (as is the 

case for K°Ko mixing). 

Naively, given the mass of the Do meson, and the abundance of allowed final 

states, one expects that differences asso- 

ciated with the widths (AI’) to be small, 

and any mixing should arise largely from 

the Am term. For charmed mesons, the 

Am term is induced by second order weak 

interactions embodied in the so called box 

diagrams (see Figure 10). The box-term is 

however small: 

(b) K-77+ 

Am oc (MS2 - Mi)sin2(6,)f& 

Precise calculations yield values of r M 

10-7. Interest has been revived however 

by more recent calculations that suggest 

DO 0” that long range effects (intermediate me- 

son states) in the presence of SU(S)-break- 
1 O-86 K+K-, IT+IT- 5567A23 

Fig. 10. (a) Box diagrams producing ing 1351 may induce values of r 2 (2 or 3) x 

DoDo mixing, and (b) diagram de- 10m3 placing mixing close to the current 
pitting intermediate meson effects. regime of experimental sensitivity. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In the previous section, the phenomenology of the weak hadronic decays was 

elucidated, with tests at the inclusive level using the semileptonic decays alone 

to measure nonleptonic widths. In this section, experimental data on exclusive 

charmed meson decays is presented, and tied to the predictions of the last section. 
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4.1 The Semileptonic Decays 

While abundant data on Do and D+ semileptonic decays now exists, no data 

is currently available on the semileptonic decays of the D, . Interestingly, the 

pure leptonic decay of the D, may be as large as a few percent, being Cabibbo- 

allowed and phase-space favored. Should it be larger than anticipated due to 

an unexpectedly large value of the decay constant (fD,), it may complicate the 

understanding of the semileptonic decays of the D,, and lead to confusion in our 

understanding of the magnitude of nonleptonic enhancement in D, decay. 

We begin with a more detailed summary of the Do and D+ semileptonic decay 

measurements. At the high energy e+e- machines, the average value of Bl k: 

12% for the charmed hadron has been obtained through inclusive fragmentation 

studies.‘381 Since this represents an unknown admixture of charmed hadrons, little 

can be learned. At the $(3770), D mesons are produced in DoDo and D+D- 

pairs in their phase space-ratio (55:45). It is thus possible to compute a precise 

average of both states, obtaining 11.0 f 1.1%.[381 At the $(3770) it is also possible 

to enumerate the exclusive semileptonic decay channels. Events containing a Dd 

pair where one D decays hadronically and the other one semileptonically, can be 

kinematically fitted with a single missing neutrino. This reconstruction technique 

is often referred to as tugging. At higher energies, tugging usually does not imply 

the full exclusive reconstruction of an event. The results are summarized in Table 

IV. 1301 

TABLE IV. 

Exclusive Semielectronic Branching Ratiost3” 

I Do + K-r’e+v, ( 1.3 f 0.5 f0.2 I 

Do + K”rT-e+ve 2.6 f 0.9 f 0.4 

D+ t l?Oe+v, 7.2 f 1.9 f 0.9 

D+ --+ K-r+e+v, 3.9 f 0.8 f 0.7 
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Isospin conservation allows extraction of B(D” + [Kr]-e+v,) = 3.9 f 1.0 f 0.4 

and B(D+ + [Kr]Oe+ve) = 5.9 f 1.2 f 1.1, independent of the nature of the 

[ K7r] system. Figure 11 shows preliminary results for the K?r invariant mass 

in De4 decays indicating that while a large 
20 ! , I ’ I ’ I contribution appears to be K*(892), about 

L- 
g 15 - 45 f 14% may be nonresonant.“’ Hence 

only about one fourth of all semileptonic 

decays are nonresonant multibody decays. 

A similar pattern might be expected in the 

weak hadronic decays. 

0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 Summing the exclusive decays yields 
0 “0 MASS (GeV/c2) sssg/id 

Fig. 11. Invariant mass for Kn 7.9*l.lztO.7% for Do and 13.lf2.2f1.4% 

system in Do and D+ semileptonic for D+. These can be compared to the 
decays. “I inclusive measurements of Table III, which 

contain the Cabibbo-suppressed semileptonic decays as well. The small difference 

suggests that such suppressed decays are consistent with the expectation of 

the Standard Model, namely that they be near to tan2(8,) k: .055 in relative 

magnitude. 

The isolation of semileptonic decays by tagging at the $(3770) also makes it 

possible to measure the vector form factor f+(t) ( w h ere t is the momentum transfer 

of the kaon in De3 decay frame) thus probing the dynamics of the weak decay. The 

energy spectrum W(EK) of the kaon in the decay frame of the D can be written 

wholly in terms of the momentum transfer (t), when the lepton coordinates are 

integrated out: 

WEK) = lf+(t)12 [J% - Mkli 
where t=hf; + M& - ~MDEK 

The form factor is most directly parameterized as a simple pole, corresponding to 

the exchange of a virtual vector particle having quantum numbers of charm and 

strangeness (eg: the D,‘+ ): 
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MA. 
f+@ ) = f+(O) MA; 1 t (6) 

Figure 12 shows a fit to the kaon energy spectrum, with the simple pole form 

given by (6).13” W(EK) is directly measurable since in tagged events it is 

possible to boost to the D decay frame uniquely, without the classic quadratic 
0.5 I I I ambiguity. The pole mass is found to be 
0.4 - (0) - 

MD; = 2.1~~*~ GeV/c2 in excellent agree- 

ment with the value in Table I. 

At present, no direct measurement of the 

; . 

0.1 - Cabibbo-suppressed semileptonic decays has 

0 I I I been made. These decays, when compared 
E 
2 
t 80 - (b) - to the allowed decays of Table IV, would 
E - VI ‘\ .~ yield directly a value for k the Kobayashi- 

Maskawa (K-M) matrix elements. It has 

- been remarked that a similar comparison 

- employing hadronic decays such as D+ -+ 

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 ?r+7r” with Ds + ROT+, could provide a 
1 I-85 t [(GeW2] 5253*3 

Fig. 12. (a) K detection efficiency 
measurement of the K-M parameters.1*01 More 

in ~~~ decays, and (b) A fit for recent work’26’ Suggests however that su(3) 

f+(t) HOW assuming a simple 
pole form for the form factor.1301 

violations may still play a significant role, 

thus hindering the extraction of the K-M el- 

ements from such hadronic decays. The current values for the K-M parameters 

are lV”dl = 0.23 f 0.03 and IV,,\ 2 0.66. The former is obtained from neutrino 

production of charm, “‘I and the latter from the exclusive decays of Table III and 

the form factor just described.‘42’ 

4.2 Pure Leptonic Decays 

The final topic in the leptonic sector is the purely leptonic decays of the D+ and 

D, . These decays are expected at rates given by: 

rD~+p+~ = &GF2fD2mDmiI Vcd 12(1. - (mp/mD)2)2 

rD: +p+v = &GF2fD,2W,m;l v,, 12(1. - (mp/mD,)2)2 
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For the D+, given a lifetime of lo-l2 seconds, a branching ratio of about 0.0002 is 

expected for values of fD of 150 MeV/c 2. For the D,, given a lifetime of 3 x lo-l3 

and fD, of 150 MeV/c2, the branching 

ratio is 0.0012. The r decay modes how- 

ever have branching ratios of 0.0004 and 

0.011 respectively. Experimentally, these 

decays would be more difficult to observe 

since the three-body final states produce 

a softer muon spectrum. Of these four 
I I / I I I 

100 200 300 400 500 branching ratios, only a stringent limit 
5559*5 DECAY CONSTANT fD (MN/c*) g 86 for D+ + p+v of 5 8.4 x 10m4 at 90% 
Fig. 13. A limit on the pure leptonic CsL. has been set.I7I 
decay D+ ---) PY in terms of the D 

This can be turned 

meson decay constant f~.‘~l around to calculate a limit of 340 MeV/c 

at 90% C.L. On fD ( see Figure 13). This limit rules out the perturbative radiative 

mechanismi191 proposed to overcome the helicity suppression of the W-exchange 

diagram for the Do . 

4.3 Hadronic Decays 

A large fraction of the Cabibbo-allowed and Cabibbo-suppressed decays of 

Do and D+ are now measured, allowing for the first time a detailed study of 

the systematics of the weak hadronic decays of a heavy quark. Much of the 

data has come from the D-pair production results of the MARK II and MARK 

III detectors with recent and future additions anticipated from the Fermilab 

photoproduction experiment E691. ‘as1 The establishment of the existence of some 

rare Do and D’ decay modes has come from higher energy e+e- storage ring data 

(DORIS and CESR) where despite larger backgrounds, the detection efficiencies 

can be higher. For similar reasons, the first observations of the D, (at - 1970 

MeV/c2) also came from the higher energy machines(CESR and PEP), and only 

recently are being augmented by data from the machines like SPEAR, running near 

D,o, production threshold. The data on hadronic weak decays is first reviewed 

here, and then in the final sections is discussed in light of the phenomenology of 

weak decays. 
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4.3.1 Cabibbo-allowed Do and D+ decays. Table V summarizes the Cabibbo- 

allowed decays of the Do and D+ with their production cross section times 

branching ratio (a . B) at the $(3770) from the major experiments.‘44114s1’4g”471’4a1 

TABLE V. Cabibbo-Allowed Decays of D Mesons 
o - Br(nb) at &s) = 3.77 GeV 

I Decay Channel MARK 111’46’47’4*1 1 MARK II[451 I LGW’441 I 

Do + 

1 K-n+ 1 0.25 f 0.01 f 0.011 0.24 410.02 IO.25 410.05 1 

rt”7ro 0.11 f 0.02 f 0.01 0.18 f 0.08 

IT017 0.09 f 0.04 f 0.01 

ROW 0.19 f 0.07 f 0.05 

ITOcp 0 . 05fO.Oi+O.O2 -0.02-0.01 

K-7rr’lr0 0.76 f0.04 f 0.08 0.68 f 0.23 1.4 f 0.6 

I R”7r+7r- 1 0.37 zk 0.03 f 0.031 0.30f 0.08 1 0.46 f 0.121 

PK+K- 0 05+O.O2+O.Ol \ 
. -0.01-0.01 

K-T+T+T- 0.53 rt 0.03 z!z 0.05 0.68 f 0.11 0.36 zt 0.11 

I K”7r+7r-7ro I0.67iO.llf0.15) - I I 
I D+ -+ 

I ) 0.14 f O.Olf 0.01) 
I K07rr+ 0.14 f 0.03 1 0.14 f 0.051 

I K-T+T+ 1 0.39 f 0.01 f 0.031 0.38 f 0.05 1 0.36 f 0.061 

I R07rr+7r0 ) 0.42 f 0.08 f 0.081 0.78 f 0.48 I I 

I lT”7r+7r+7r- I 0.31f 0.03 f 0.031 0.51 f 0.18 I I 
I K-T+T+TO 1 0.18 f 0.04 f 0.041 - I I 
I K--7T+7T+Tr-T+ I< 0.23 at 90% CL I - I 

The principle decay modes of Table V are shown in Figure 14”” and Figure 

15 ‘461 . The use of kinematic constraints at the $(3770) allows mass resolutions 

comparable to the energy spread of the beam in the machine (typically 1.5 to 2 

MeV/c2). At higher energies, typical mass resolutions are 10 to 20 MeV/c2, but 

as previously noted, detection efficiencies may be higher due to the significantly 
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larger momenta which reduces the problem of strange particle decays. Figure 16 

shows the W-exchange candidate Do + if”qS, first observed at higher energies, l401 

while Figure 17 shows the isolation of this channel at the $(3770). 

600 

5567A13 Mass (GeV/c2) Mass (GeV/c2) 10-m 

Fig. 14. Examples of hadronic decays of Do and D+ modes, 
using the beam constraint to improve mass resolution.‘lsl 
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Fig. 15. The decays (a) E”?ro and (b) I?“q.‘461 
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Fig. 16. The decay (a) Do -+ K”q5, Fig. 17. KiK+K- events with succes- 
and (b) I?OK+K- from high sively tighter cuts on the decay angular 
energy e+e- data. “” distribution to isolate the Kz+ channel.““’ 

4.3.2 Pseudoscalar-vector decays. Table V contains several large decay modes for 

3- and 4-body final states. These modes are generally expected to contain resonant 

substructure in a ratio one would naively expect to be similar to the semileptonic 

D/3 and D/4 decays. Preliminary results on the breakdown of many three-body 

modes into quasi-two-body modes have only recently become availableLsol and 

provide considerably more precise numbers than had been previously known.““‘[“” 

Figure 18 shows an example of the quality of current data used to establish 

the resonant composition of the three-body decays. Table VI summarizes the 

pseudoscalar-vector content of the three-body decay mode?. i5o1 [“I 
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. 
Almost no detailed information exists at the present time on the resonant 

substructure of the four-body decays, although there is evidence for the presence 

of underlying vector-vector decays.‘521 Results are forthcoming from the MARK 

III and E691 experiments. Such information would be valuable since as shown in 

Table VI, it appears that a large fraction of the three-body decays are quasi-two- 

body. If the trend were to continue, a clear calculational simplification would 

2.5 

7 2.0 
CT 

Y 
2 1.5 

25 

ok I.0 
+ 

cut 
5 
r” 0.5 

0 
0 I 2 3 

2 
5567,410 MOSS~-,Q [(GeV/c’)‘] IO-86 

Fig. 18. The Dalitz plot for 
DO + K-n+no lS0l . 

result. 

4.3.3 Branching ratios of charmed mesons. 

The decays of the Do and D+ have thus far 

been given only in terms of their produc- 

tion rates (a . Br). This is advantageous 

for most theoretical comparisons, as it min- 

imizes experimental errors, and avoids the 

uncertainty of absolute normalization. The 

overall scale of D meson branching ratios 

has been measured using two techniques. 

The traditional technique is to measure 

the height of the $(3770) resonance over the continuum background by performing 

an energy scan and fit to the resonance. Since the $(3770) is just above Do 

threshold and below DD’ threshold and since its total width is large (-25 MeV/c2) 

compared to the nearby $(3685), it is assumed to decay strongly into pairs of 

Do and D+ . The height of the resonance gives the cross section for charm 

production with Do and D+ produced in the phase-space ratio of about 55:45. 

The measurements vary however over a large range - from 11.5 f 2.5 nb’531 to 

6.8 f 1.2 nb”” - for the Do production cross section.[55’ 

A more recent measurement has been performed”” [5G1 which compares the 

number of fully reconstructed Dd events at the $(3770) to the number of single 

D mesons observed, and which yields an even smaller cross section of 4.5f0.5 nb for 

Do production. The general agreement in production rates between experiments 

(see Table V) suggests the possibility that the assumptions used in the resonance 

height calculation may be incorrect: in particular, that the ~,6(3770) may decay 
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significantly to other final states. Radiative decays to other charmonium levels are 

expected to be a small part of the total width (a few hundred KeV).“” It has been 

proposed that two-step OZI-allowed decays may provide a means for charmless 

OZI-forbidden decays to occur at threshold.‘5’1 At present, the only measurement 

of DD production at the $(3770) finds 1.09f0.23 DD for each $(3770) decay.“” 

By taking the average of the two most precise measurements of the cross section 

(6.8 nb and 4.5 nb), one is left with a residual uncertainty of about *25% in the 

overall scale of D meson branching fractions. 

TABLE VI. Pseudoscalar-Vector Content of the Three-body 
Cabibbo-Allowed Modes 

CT - Br(nb) at &s) = 3.77 GeV’solf”l 
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. 4.3.4 Cabibbo-suppressed D meson decays. Table VII lists various measurements 

of Cabibbo-suppressed decays of the Do and D+.“” “‘I ‘W 

Figure 19 and Figure 20 show the capability of current data to inclusively 

separate typical two-body Cabibbo-suppressed decays.‘601 The second peaks are 

reflections of cabibbo-allowed decays where particle misidentification has occurred. 

Figure 21 shows two- three- and four-body Cabibbo-suppressed decays containing 

neutral pions, cleanly isolated by requiring fully reconstructed DD events at the 

$(3770). 

TABLE VII. Cabibbo-Suppressed Decays of D Mesons 
Relative Rates and Br(%) 

1 Decay Channel 1 Ratio I 

I Do Decays I I 
r(T-rr+) 
IyK-a+) 0.033 f 0.010 f 0.006 
r(K-K+) 
l?(K-r+) 
r(kOP) 
r(K-n+) 

0.122 f 0.018 f 0.012 

5 0.11 at 90% C.L. 

r(R*OP+cc) r(K.-n+)+r(K-p+) < 0.034 at 90% C.L. 
r K*-K++CC r(K=-s+)+r(K-p+) 0.05 f 0.03 

r(r-s+rO) r(l30-4~) 0.011 f 0.004 f 0.002 

0.015 f 0.006 f 0.002 

I D+ Decays I I 

r(*-*+r+) r(K-lr+n+) 

r(K-K+r+) r(K-r+s+) 

r(on+) r(K-*+r+j 

0.042 f 0.016 f 0.010 

0.059zt 0.026 f 0.009 

0.084 f 0.021 f 0.011 

0.048 f 0.021 f 0.011 
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Fig. 19. The decays Do -+ K+K-, 
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Fig. 20. The decays D+ + K°K’ 
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4.3.5 The D, hadronic decays. In Table VIII are listed the observed decays of the 

D, from both hadroproduction and e+e- experiments.“” ‘621’631 

Figure 22 shows the clean isolation of the D, from low energy e+e- associated 

(DD*) production. As yet, no experiment can directly measure the absolute 

branching ratios for the D, meson. By scaling the well known p-pair cross 

section well above D,D, threshold by 3 (color)x0.15 (SS extraction from the 

vacuum) x (5)” ( c -q uark charge),. the higher energy experiments obtain Br(D, + 

&r+) = 4%. There is no reason that these assumptions would be valid in the lower 

energy data, which is close to thresholds. However, with a large increase in data, 

the double tag technique[4’1 as used for Do and D+ would be available at the 

lower energies where D, pair or associated production is occurring, thus enabling 

the assumption-free extraction of absolute branching ratios for one or more decay 

modes. 

e 00 
o@ 8 Os”o 0 

Preliminary , n 

0 

10-86 
Qx Mass (GeV/c') 

5559All 

15 lb) 

1.6 1.8 2 23 
$~n Mass (GeV/c') 5559A12 

Fig. 22. Preliminary results for D, + &r+ from D,isi associ- 
ated production at SPEAR.‘631 The recoil mass distribution 
(a) is cut between 2.04 and 2.18 GeV/c2 to produce the D, 
signal in (b) . 
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TABLE VIII. Decays of the D, Mesons”“4s1 ‘G2”e31 
((t) indicates a preliminary result) 

4.4 Experimental Results on DoDo Mixing 

As discussed in Section 3.2.4, r for DoDo mixing may be as large as a few 

x 10-3. Two experimental avenues for measuring mixing have been explored. 

In the first, charmed pairs are produced through hadro’G”‘G5’ - or neutrino- 

production1G61 or muon-scattering[“’ and mixing is studied through the events 

wherein both charmed mesons decay semileptonically. The mixing signature is 

events containing like-sign lepton pairs. These experiments are often forced to 

make assumptions about the charm cross section and the precise production 

mechanism. The second method is to tag charm either through the cascade 

D*+ + 7r+D” or through Dd pair-production and the reconstruction of both 

of the charmed mesons. The second method has been used in photoproduction WI 

and e+e- production of charm. 151 171 hw [7011711 [721[731 Table IX summarizes the current 

data. 
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TABLE IX. Limits on DoDo Mixing 

((t) indicates a preliminary result) 

Reaction I Signature I Limit at 90% C.L. 

e+e- ‘5’ 

e+e- WI 

D’-+K+X 
DO+K-X 

D*+ --t m+D” 

r < 0.18 

r < 0.16 

NG6’ I D*+ + r+D” I r < 0.11 

(~,p)N’G41 
e+e- 1701 

r < 0.44 

r < 0.081 

CLN IG7' 
p~N,pTpfpf 
pFN+pFp+p- t < 0.012 

*I,J [‘=I N(PlfP) N(ptp-) r < 0.0056 

UN, DN IGG1 NV@) 
N(/A+p-) rp = o.o3,r, = 0.05 

e+e-.. 1711 
I D*+ + r+D” I r < 0.023 

e-+-e- I721 
I D*+ -i n+D” r < 0.040 

e+e-17’ ‘731 DoDo reconstructed I I r- 0.017 

While the hadroproduction result of ref.[65] has produced the most stringent 

limit, it requires a large subtraction and understanding of the charm production 

process. The less model dependent tag measurements are now sensitive to rM 0.01. 

An intriquing result from the MARK III experimenti731 is shown in Figure 23. 

Three events are found with total strangeness (s) of f2, in a sample of 162 ordinary 

s = 0 events. The expected background from particle misidentification is - 0.4 

events. These events could arise however from doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays, 

since they come from two Do in nonidentical final states.[741 To improve mixing 

limits beyond this requires understanding the doubly suppressed component. 

Another possibility is to work at several decay lengths from the production vertex 

to enhance the mixing component over the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed component. 

This may be possible in the near future, with the steady improvement of electronic 

vertexing techniques. 
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Fig. 23. Fully reconstructed D”bo events showing 
three candidate mixing events.‘731 

5. INTERPRETATION OF DATA ON WEAK HADRONIC DECAYS 

The following sections discuss the present data in terms of the theory and 

phenomenology presented in Section 3. Emphasis is placed on the enumeration 

of evidence for each of the important concepts. The final section attempts to 

coherently bring these ideas together. 
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5.1 Color Suppression 

The first and simplest tests of the theoretical ideas of Section 3.2.3 con- 

cern the well measured values of the color-suppressed to non-suppressed decay 
widths. I4’I1’OI I331 

. 

I-p0 + K07r0) 
I-p0 + K-7rr+) 

= 0.45 f 0.08 f0.05 

IyDO + R*07r0) 
lY(DO + IT*-7rr+) 

= 0.29 f 0.14 f 0.09 

r(D” + 170~~) 
rp -+ f&p+) 

= 0.11% 0.04 -f 0.02 

rp+ -+ +T+) 
r(D+ -+ K-T+~T+) 

= 0.08 f 0.02 f 0.01 

rp,S + F$K+) 
r(D$ --f 47~+) 

= 0.44 f 0.12 f0.21 

In no instance is a significant suppression observed for color mismatched 

decays. It has been argued that final state interactions may play a significant 

role in D decays. [“I However, in all cases, the suppression expected from the 

naive spectator model is absent. In particular, this appears to be true for 

both Do and D+ decays. The naive interpretation is the presence of soft (non- 

perturbative) gluons in the meson which lift the precise color matching required 

by the perturbative calculations. Calculationally, the effect is introduced by 

the screening factor(t) d iscussed in Section 3.2.3, which largely removes these 

cancellations. It should be noted once again that the need to introduce the 

parameter e = 0 to get the weak hadronic decays correct also reduces Bl for 

the Do (see eqn. S), further improving the agreement with the measurements. 
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5.2 Weak Flavor-Annihilation and Non-Spectator Decays 

The search for direct evidence for W-exchange graphs in Do decays can be 

summarized by the following results: 

Br(D” + I?“#J) x 1.5% 

r(P j PIP) 
< 0.11 at 9O%C.L. 

rp -+ K-T+) - 

r(K*OK” + cc) 
r(p-r+) + r(Kmp+) 5 o’o34 at ‘O% “‘* 

The first channel, Do --) If”4, is clearly seen by three experiments,‘761i481 

although the precise branching ratio differs between experiments due to their 

assumptions of the backgrounds. This channel is Cabibbo-allowed and surprisingly 

occurs at a rate which is consistent with that for ordinary pseudoscalar-vector 

decays after a reduction for the limited phase-space and a factor for the removal 

of an ss pair from the vacuum is taken into account.1221[7G1 This suggests that if 

W-exchange is present, it is proceeding at a rate which is largely uninhibited. 

The same non-perturbative gluon effects suspected for the absence of color 

cancellations, may also lift the helicity suppression of this channel. Alternately, 

as pointed out in Section 3.2.1, this decay may arise from rescattering effects and 

not from the W-exchange mechanism itself. The second decay (0’ + E°Ko) is 

Cabibbo-suppressed and is suppressed in exact SU(3). The limit is already below 

the value measured for the K+K- decay (see Table VII), but it is not stringent 

enough to give additional information. The third channel (0’ + E*OK’) is 

Cabibbo-suppressed but not SU(3)-suppressed. While the value of the limit is 

preliminary,‘611 it is intriguingly small considering the size of Br(D” + K”4). 

Future measurements in the D meson sector that would clarify the W-exchange 

issue will likely deal with these three decay modes. 

None of the current D, measurements of Table VIII provides unique informa- 

tion on the presence of W-annihilation graphs, as they all may arise from spectator 
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amplitudes. Only measurements such as D, -+ pi, WT...., will answer the question 

of W-exchange and W-annihilation, as would inclusive measurements of D, decays 

opposite tagged D, . 

5.3 Interference Effects in D+ Decays 

Evidence for interference (Section 3.2.2) in exclusive decays comes from the 

following comparisons: 

r(D+ +PK+) 
r(DO+K%+) 

= 0.32 f 0.09 f0.05 (7) 

r(D+ + TT+dq 
r(D"+IP7r+) 

5 0.15 at 90% C.L. (8) 

r(D+ +ii*OK+) 
r(Do + K*%+) 

= 0.21 f 0.17 f 0.15 

As can be seen from Figure 8, interference effects are expected for both n+7r” 

and iion+, but not for K°K+ or ii*OK +. Thus, since each of the numerators in 

(7) and (9) is Cabibb o-suppressed, one expects values close to tan2(t9,) ti 0.055 

for the ratios. Expression (8) however, is expected[401 to be given by $tan2(B,) 

although as pointed out earlier, SU(S)-b rea in and final-state interactions may k g 

alter the value.[2G1 The deviation from equality in partial widths expected under 

exact SU(3) for the well measured Cabibbo-suppressed decays Do ---) rT+rTT- and 

Do --) K+K- (see Table VII) sets the scale for the size of these effects in 

charm decay. “‘I While (8) is clearly consistent with expectations, (7) and (9) 

are considerably larger, even including the possibility of large SU(S)-violations or 

final-state interactions. This is then entirely consistent with the pattern expected 

for interference among D + final state amplitudes, which may lead to a longer 

D+ lifetime. 
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5.4 Summary of the Hadronic Decays 

In summary, the two-body weak-hadronic decays of ground state charmed 

mesons (D”,D+ and D, ) rule out the exact color suppression mechanism originally 

anticipated. The origin of its absence may lie with the presence of soft gluons 

introducing non-perturbative effects. The differences in lifetimes between the 

charmed mesons may indirectly arise from this source. The presence of additional 

gluons may act to catalyze specific mechanisms such as W-exchange and W- 

annihilation, shortening the Do and D, lifetimes. At least one mechanism - gluon 

radiation - can be largely ruled out from recent measurements, “I while one of a 

non-perturbative origin - gluons in the meson wavefunction - cannot.‘261 Evidence 

for at least one candidate exclusive channel exists, (Do + K”4), although the 

possibility of its creation through strong interaction rescattering (rather than W- 

exchange) cannot be ruled out.‘231 “‘I Experiments are not yet sensitive to other 

W-exchange channels. Interference effects lengthening the D+ lifetime appear to 

be present as evidenced from the pattern of the exclusive decays of the D+ (see 

eqns. (7)-(g)). 

The sum of all the measured channels for the Do and D’ from Tables III,V,VI, 

and VII, using the normalization of refs.[47,56], implies that about 80% of all 

D decays are accounted for. As is evident, a large fraction of the decays are 

quasi-two-body, being pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar, and pseudoscalar-vector. If the 

higher multiplicity decays are largely vector-vector and the balance of the unseen 

decays follow the same pattern, then the prescription of refs.[24,32] for calculating 

exclusive decays can be applied. By summing over all channels, it would appear 

that the non-leptonic widths of the Do and the D+ should differ by a factor of 

2 to 3, which could roughly account for the observed lifetimes. This result is 

remarkable in its simplicity, since the origin of the difference is largely accounted 

for by D+ interference. Phase shifts from final state interactions and form- 

factors are only simply incorporated, while W-exchange is ignored. Alternative 

approaches applying QCD corrections (without the screening factor), factorization 

of matrix elements, and a large W-annihilation component, have also produced 

reasonable agreement with data. [“I It is clear that a critical test will be the accurate ’ 
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prediction of the pattern of D, decays, wherein the role of W-annihilation may be 

significant. “‘I 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The investigation of charmed mesons has progressed rapidly since their discov- 

ery in the mid 1970’s. The spectroscopy of the cq system is only now being tested 

by the modern and more sensitive detectors at higher energies. The decays of the 

charm system provide a unique laboratory in which to study the subtle interplay 

of the strong and weak interactions. Unlike in the case of the lighter mesons, 

the study of charm is facilitated by the enormous simplification due to the onset 

of asymptotic freedom. Yet, it still suffers in detail, as does the slightly heavier 

beauty system, from the complications that arise from the residual - logarithmi- 

cally falling - strong interaction. The modern data samples are sensitive to the 

effects, making the understanding of charm both a theoretical challenge and a real 

prerequisite to the true understanding of the heavier quark systems. Experiment 

and theory have clearly come a long way down the road towards understanding 

both the spectroscopy and the decays of charmed particles. The next few years 

should provide answers to the few remaining questions. 
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